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Abstract

Minister of Education and Culture Republic of Indonesia, through its substantial policy stipulated in
Indonesian Qualification Framework (KKNI), has issued integrating technology into teachers' pedagogical
practices. Responding creatively to the policy, the study explores 2 I Indonesian undergraduates' perspectives
on the use of Edmodo, a virtual learning environment as rvell as a pedagogical and collabt'rative
communication system, in facilitating them to achieve the learning objectives in Academic Writing Class at
English Language Education Study Program, Satya Wacana Christian University (ED-SWCU). Data rvere
collected through an online questionnaire and interview. On the questionnaire, the participants responded l8
multiple-choice statements and 2 open-ended questions dealing with possible advantages and challenges in
using Edmodo. In the interview process, the researcher involved 4 pafticipants to explore their perspectives
on how Edmodo facilitates them to achieve learning objectives in their classroom. The data analysis provides
some evidence that the students respond positively the use of Edmodo. Further, with regard to the findings.
the study would seem to indicate the essence ofteacher-student communication and the teacher's feedback in
helping the students achieve the leaming objectives. Eventually- the study hopes to provide ED-SWCU
students, regarded as an English teacher candidate, and Indonesian teachers lvith insights intq the peda-eogical

applications ofusing Edmodo. It is expected that they can have more alternatives on conceivable educational
technologies they can utilize to support their teaching activities and to facilitate their students achieve
particular learning objectives in their classrooms.

Keyrvords: Edmodo, learning objectives. Academic Writing class. teacher-student communication, feedback

Introduction
Minister olEducation and Culture Republic of lndonesia- through its substantial policies- has issued

integrating technology into teachers' pedago-eical activities. One ol the policies is stipulated in Indonesian

Qualification Framer.vork (KKNI) that technically consists cf nine qualification levels with specitic
descriptions to perlbrm (Kementrian Pendidikan Nasional Republik Indonesia- 2012). With regard to the
frame'-vork. Indonesian teachers rvho generally possess their Bachelor or Master Degree are in the level 6 to
8. In essence. the descriptions in those levels appear to encourage the teacher to make use of technology in
their teaching activities. Therefore. this seems probable that the teachers cannot always traditionally depend
their teaching and leaming on the use of u'hite board provided in their classroom.

Literature has discussed various online technologies that the teachers can emplol to support their
pedagogical activities. Some of them are Blogs (Pinkman- 2005: Ra1 &Hocutt, 2006; Fellner & Apple. 2006:
Hanvood- 2010; Ubaidullah, Mahadi- & Ching,20l3): Wiki and RSS (Duffy & Bruns- 2006); and Facebook
(Al-Hammod-v. 2014). Without attempting to make an;'' comparison r,vith the above-mentioned technologies.
the present study. in response to the Qualification Framervork- discusses Edmodo as an alternative online
technology' that the teachers can use to support their teaching activities.

As a virtual learning environment (t,ight & Polin.20l0), in rvhich "students can learn even u,hen
the)'are literally miles arval' liom their teacher and classmates" (Harmer. 2007, p.121) and "a pedagogical

and collaborative communication s-vstem" (Wallace- 2014- p.294)- Edmodo- on the one hand. is said to
possess some pedagogical advantages. It plovides "a sirnple rval' for teachers and students in a virtual class to
connect and collaborate'' (Balasubramanian- Ja-vkurman. & Fukel- 201a.p.a17) and helps to fbrm a teacher-
student bond (Lervis. 2014). A studl'conducted to 8l lieshmen at King Mongkut's University of 'fechnology

Thonburi also reveals that Edmodo helps the students to consult their teacher personalll'. revieu' lessons
posted by their teacher- submit their uork- and get leedback liom their teacher easily (Kongchan. 2012).
Furthermore- a nrore recent studv (Balasubramanian. et al.- 2014) involved 285 students at a private
unirersin in Selangor district at Malal'sia. l-he results u'ould seem to indicate that Edmodo enables the
students to access their teacher's resources. make cnquiries on inlbrmation posted bl, their teacher. have a

l-ast communication (e.g. alerts- postings- notillcation) and make online appointments rvith their teacher. It is
also highlighted that the students can submit their assignments and receive feedback liom their teacher and
classmares. It is also rvell noted that icons b-v their teachers for l'eedback and badges make the students feel
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motivated. Essentially, Raths (2013) believes that once students are put in small groups lbrmed in Edmodo-
they can collaborate rvith their classmates on particular classroom activities.

On the other hand, regardless its pedagogical advantages- there are still some possible challenges in
using Edmodo. For instance, a study involving 22 undergraduates in Balikesir University in Turkey revealed
that the students' interactions are limited as they cannot send any messages to other students in their Edmodo
class list (Cankaya. Durak. &Yiinkiil.20l3). Al-Kathiri (2015) also argues, "The slorv-speed internet of
Edmodo Mobile is poorly suited for students' needs" (p.199). Besides. it r.vas found that the students could
not send an assignment and take a quiz by their Edmodo mobile application. That students still forget their
Edmodo passrvords is another potential pitfall in using Edmodo (Djohnson. 2009).

Considering the potential advantages and challenges from Edmodo, the present study specifically
aims to explore Indonesian undergraduates' perspectives in using Edmodo during their learning process.
More specifically, the study explores their perspectives on possible advantages and challenges in using
Edmodo to support thenr in achieving learning objectives in their classroom and on how Edmodo facilitai.:s
them to achieve the objectives, which to the best of the researcher's knorvledge, have not been discussed
sufficiently in the literature.

Althou-eh I grant that the aims of the present study might follow the general trend of the previous
related studies (Cankaya. etal..2013; Balasubramanian, et a1.,2014; Lewis. 2014), 1still maintain that the
study can conceivably provide students in the English Language Education Study Program of Satya Wacana
Christian University (ED-SWCU), regarded as English language teachers' candidates, with experiences in
using Edmodo. ln that case, the experience hopes to provide them with new ideas to use an alternative
educational technology to support their students in achieving particular learning objectives in their future
classes. Furthermore, the study also hopes to provide insights for Indonesian teachers into the pedagogical
applications of using Edmodo, specifically in the context of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) rvriting
classrooms. so they can have more alternatives on possible educational technology that they can use to
support their teaching activities and to facilitate their students to achieve particular learning objectives in
their classrooms.

Method
The present study aims to explore perspectives oflndonesian undergraduates on possible advantages

and challenges in using Edmodo particularly in their u.riting classroom and on how Edmodo facilitates them
to achieve learning objectives in their classroom. To achieve the objective- the study was based on an online
questionnaire designed by the use of Szu'vey Monkey application and an open-ended intervierv (Gall. Gall- &
Borg. 2007).

Participants and context ofthe study
The study involved 2l students of Academic \4rriting class D at ED-SWCU. The class aims to equip

students r.vith knorvledge and skills in r'witing an academic paper, rvhich requires library research and
s1'ntheses ofliterature. relevant information from a variety ofsources (Hinkel,2004) and discusses "a subject
of common interest and gives the writer's view" (Bailey,2}ll, p.3). Furthermore, at the end of the course,
the students are expected to be able to achieve the tbllowing basic competence. They are Il] to identify key
rvords and issues related to a particular course, [2] to position an argument in the mid of rvhat others say" [3]
to integrate what others say with what they say, [4] to quote, paraphrase. and summarize sources in an
appropriate uay and [5] to be critical and reflective tor.r'ard their orvn r.vriting and development as second
language writers.

N{aterials
The researcher constructed an online questionnaire that comprises l8 multiple-choice statements

and 2 open-ended questions. More specifically, the statements asked the respondents to agree or disagree
uith fbur-scale options related to possible advantaqes and challenges in using Edmodo. All statements rvere
adapted tiom Al-Kathiri (2015) and developed from the related literature discussin_e the advanta_ses
(Kongchan. 2012; Balasubramanian. et al., 20141. Lervis. 2014) and the challenges (Djohnson. 2009;
Cankaya- et a1..2013) in using Edmodo. Then. the two open-ended questions. adapted from (Al-Kathiri,
2015)- enabled the respondents to convey their lurther perspectives on other possible advantages and
challenees that the previous statements did not cover. In addition to the questionnaire. the researcher
conducted a semi-structured intervierv in which the intervierver may ask a series of structured questions to the
intervieuee and subsequently explore more deepl-v- with open-form questions in order to obtain further
inlbrmation from the interviewees (Gall- et al.. 2007). The intervierv r.vas specifically intended to explore
students' perspectives on hor.v Edmodo facilitates them to achieve learning objectives in their classroom.
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Data collection
The researcher met the students in Academic Writing class (on March 3'd- 2015), explained the web-

address where the online questionnaire u'as uploadeC. and asked them to respond it. After administering the

questionnaire, the researcher, on March 4'h 2015, intervierved 4 students and recorded their viervs torvards the

issues. The interviervees rvere those who gave various and rich r'vritten responses on the open questions posed

in the questionnaire. Importantly. the rvillingness to take a part further in this study became another

consideration on the selection ol the intervievvees. Unlike the questionnaire- the researcher conducted the

intervierv in Bahasa Indonesia and allo,,r,ed the intervienecs to respond all questions using the same

language. Its underlying reason \\'as the researcher aimed to ensure that they' could provide clear and deep

responses during the intervier.v. The researcher. aflerwards. transcribed, analyzed the recorded oral

information, and proceeded to the data analysis stage.

Data analysis
The questionnaire data r.vere anall'zed using mixed methods analysis. The researcher initially

calculated the frequencies of choices made by the participants with regard to the four-option scales (strongly

agree, agree, strongly disagree, disagree). Then, in analyzing the answers lbr 2 open-ended questions and the

interview data. the researcher follorved the qualitative data analysis procedures (Creswell. 2003). Initially, he

read all the students' responses and highlighted particular ideas to find emerging themes related to the issues.

The next step was to advance the themes and to represent them in the qualitative nan-ative. Creswell asserts

that using a narrative passage to state the findings ofthe anall'sis is the most frequent approach in this step.

Therefore. the researcher described every theme- supported it u,ith excerpts of the students' responses from

the questionnaire and the intervier.v. and interpreted the data.

Findings
This part covers three main sub-sections. The initial trvo sub-sections present the findings obtained

from the questionnaire discussing advantages and disadvantages of using Edmodo. Meanwhile, the last sub-

section discusses the findings analyzed from the interview data exploring the students' perspectives on horv

Edmodo facilitates them to achieve the learning objectives.

The possible advantages in using Edmodo
The data analysis on the possible advantages rvas based on the students' responses to 13 four-

option-scale statements and I open-ended question. The findings indicate that a large majority ofthe students

respond positively the use of Edmodo in their Academic Writing.class. ln terms of communication- the

students agree.that Edmodo provides them opportunities to communicate with their teacher (61,90%) and

rvith their classmates (57.14o/o) outside the class in order to discuss problems in writing and a particular
leaming material that they still do not understand rvell. Besides, through the communication, most of the

students (66.67%) agree that Edmodo helps them to practice their writing skill.
The students' agreement on ideas that Edmodo promotes learning efliciency for them is also

obvious. They can easill' access their classroom learning materials (52.38%) and classroom essential

information (47.62%) even rvhen they cannot attend the class. ln fact, the students agree the benefits of
Edmodo through its mobile services application as it can keep them updated with the classroom essential

information. They also favor that Edmodo enables them to access feedback given by the teacher (61.90"/o)

and b,u- classmates (66.670/o) to their written rvork easily. Then, most of the students (52.38%) believe that

Edmodo saves their time and reduces their learning costs as they can dorvnload the class learning materials

and upload their assignments electronicalll. This is in line u'ith the rvritten responses to the open-ended

statement:
Edmodo really helps me as I do not need to spend an) mone,v on printing m1' paper over and

over again since I can upload my paper in Edmodo electronically. It also helps me to get or to upload m-v

rvriting u'hen I cannot come to the class and it is more elllcient because I can bpen it rvhenever I

wanr. (sl3/EFC/QS)
I love the teacher's choice in using Edmodo. because the site is easy to access and if I forget to

bring m1 material in class- Ican.just go online- log in to Edrnodo. and dou'nload the material that I

need. lt realll saves mr time since I can easill upload m1'assignments through the site. Overall.

Edmodo realll helps nre to learn Academic u'riting elticientll'. (S6/EFC/QS)

Fur.1her. in relation to Edmodo's technological components- such as lcons and Badges" the findings

shorr that the components make the ma.iority' ol the students (57.14yo) l-eel motivated to rvrite better.

lnteresringll'. most olthe students (71.43%) also express their agreement on the t'act that Edmodo helps to

create teacher-student bondin-e. In responses to the open-ended statement, it is noted that Edmodo helps
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teachers to monitor easily an)' late submissions of iheir students' assignments (see Figure l). It is as what a
student conveys:

In other classes that do not use the sirnilar application, students usuall]-' submit their
assignments in their teacher's box when s/he cannot come to the class. It is possible that they

can submit their assignment after the deadline as long as their teacher has not checked the box. They'
are safe. This case rvill not happen in Edmodo since u'e can obviously know whether u,e submit our
assignments Iate. (S I 6/LSM/QS)

Adrianus Gita
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Figure I Edmodo's Late-Submission Notification

The possible challenges in using Edmodo
Similarly. related to possible challenges in using Edmodo that can hinder the students to achieve the

learning objectives in their Academic Writing Class, the data analysis was based on the students' responses
to 5 four-option-scale statements and I open-ended question. The findings show trvo frequent challenges
experienced by the students. The first challenge is related to lacking access to good internet connection
outside the class (47.62%). This is in harmony with some students' written responses claritying their
difficulties in accessing the intemet connection:

It is because the internet access (WiFi) from the Faculty is often in trouble; sometimes this
disturbs the access to Edmodo. (S I/LIC/QS)

The problem is more on the intemet connection. Even, when we rely on the campus'
connection, it sometimes does not run well. Therefore, in a certain occasion, it is still difficult to log in
to Edmodo and sgnd an assignmen& (sl7/Lrc/QS)
The other challenge deals with being unable to send direct messages to classmates listed in the Edmodo class
members (38.10%). so it causes the limited communication among students. In addition. the students'
responses to the open- ended statement appear to prove that students sometimes cannot open attachments
containing more than 2 files uploaded by their teacher in Edmodo:

Sometimes I cannot open some attachments whenever the teacher uploads the attachments all at
once (3 attachments in one post). There is an option telling that I should click "shovv I more attachments" and
sometimes I found difficulties in opening the attachments since the link did not respond rvhen I clicked
it.(s20/ATc/QS)

Though the Edmodo mobile application. on the one hand, is regarded as an advantage- some
students, on the other hand- view that it cannot sholv any notification when their teacher posts a particular
assignment unless thel'directll open it. Besides- it cannot enable them to access their teacher's f'eedback:
Though I have an Edmodo application in my phone. the most frustrating thing is. it never shou's anr'
notification. I have to open the app regularl to check rvhether the teacher has posted an assignment in
Edmodo or not. (S2/MBA/QS)
Edmodo in facilitating the students to achieve the learning objectives

This section presents the analysis results from the intervierv data explorin,s the students'
perspectives on hovr, Edmodo facilitates them to achieve learning objectives in their Academic Writing Class.
The results reveal trvo major themes, namely students-teacher communication and feedback distribution as

the ansrver to"vards hovv Edmodo l-acilitates the students to achieve the learning objectives in their classroom.
Students-teacher communication

In line u'ith the questionnaire results- the students do not deny that Edmodo rvell lacilitates the
communication betrveen a student rvith his/her teacher. Edmodo also enables students to consult their u'ork
vvhen they cannot meet their teacher directl-r-. This is in line with lr,hat a student conveys in the intervien:

Shaping the Nev, Trends of English Teaching and Teaching and Studie.s
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There is a person uith his/her extrovert or introvert characteristic. In m,r case. I like to
send messages to m)' teachers u'ithout directly meeting them. Therefore. I usuall,v.' post n,)/ questions to
Edmodo- so m1' classmates can also read them.Moreover. m1' teachers are usually busy with their
rvork. so I sometimes lind it uneasy to send them messages to their personal E-mail. In that
case, I can communicate rvith them through E,dmodo that has provided the specif rc context for discussions.
(S5iSTC/lW^ranslated by the researcher)

Feedtrack distribution
The intervieu,result is also in line with r.vhat u,as found in the questionnaire data. In that case. some

students believe that Edmodo helps them access any feedback given to their rvritten ,uvork. More specilically,
a student says that she could access the feedback rvithout bein-e able to come to the class. Therefore, she

could revise her essay soon after she got the feedback uploaded in Edmodo.
E,dmodo t'acilitates me- especially rvhen I can get my feeeback that helps to achieve the

leaming objectives. When I get it. I can directly revise my essay. Aftenvards, I can send it back. so my
teacher can read it and give me other feedback to improve my work. The more we revise, the better our essay

r.vill be. With the use of Edmodo- we can be more efficient as we do not need to wait the time when we meet
our teacher in the classroom. We can get the feedback from Edmodo. It helps me. (S9/FED/lW/tlanslated
by the researcher)

Discussions And Conclusion
This studl' explores perspectives of Indonesian undergraduates on possible advantages and

challenges in using E,dmodo particularly in their EFL writing classroom as an attempt to achieve the leaming
objectives. In essence. the findings tend to sholv that the students perceive a number oladvantages in using
Edmodo that provides them opportunities to communicate with their teacher and n'ith their classmates
discussing any problems related to their writing class. This finding may be a demonstration of
Balasubramanian et al.'s (2014) view that Edmodo provides teachers and students a simple way to connect
one another. In thal case- Edmodo is also said to help the students practice their writing skill.

Further. the findings lvould seem to shorv that Edmodo promotes learning efficiency as the students,
sherever the1,'are. can easily access their classroom leaming materials and related-essential infbrmation. It
also enables the students to access their teacher's and classmates' feedback to their rvritten rvork easily.
These findings reatfirm that Edmodo helps students to revier'v lessons posted by their teacher. submit their
sork. obtain feedback fiom their teacher easily (Kongchan,2012), and enables them to access the resources
as rvell as to receive the feedback (Balasubramanian, et al.,2014). The students also perceive the leaming
eliiciency in a rvay'that Ednrodo saves their time and reduces their learning costs as they-can dorvnload the
learning materials and upload their assignments electronically. They possibly do not need to come to their
ctass in order to get a parlicular learning material to develop their academic essa)'.

Other obvious advantages are related to the use of Edmodo mobile application that can keep
students updated n'ith the classroom essential information and of Icons and Badges that make the majority of
the students f-eel motivated to rvrite better. Emphasizing the role of Icons and Badges in Edmodo,
Balasubramanian- et al. (2014) believes that icons by teachers lbr their students' feedback and badges make
the students f-eel motir.'ated. Further, the findings reinforce Lervis'(2014) vieu'that Edmodo helps to form a

teacher-student bond. It is also highlighted that teachers can easily monitor any late submissions of students'
assignments. This seems likely that they can expect their students in Academic Writing Class to make a

serious effort by submitting all rvriting assignments on time.
Dealin_s r,r,ith the possible challenges in using Edmodo. the findings provide some evidence that

lacking access to a -eood 
internet connection is a well-noted issue as Edmodo is an on-line learnin-e platform.

Specificalll. the students experience the poor internet access (WiFi) fronr the Facultl'and the slou,speed
internet of Edmodo mobile application. This can possibly hinders them to access a particular lile uploaded in
Edmodo. The findings appear to confirm Kathiri's (2015) argumentation that "the slorv-speed internet of
E,dmodo Mobile is poorly suited lbr students' needs" (p.199). In that case. I endorse a vieu'requesting "a
related Netu'ork Administration 'feam to provide high speed Wi-Fi tieell, in a universitl campus area''
(Thien. Phan. Loi" Tho. Suhonen. & Sutinen. 2013. p.1 1) as a possible rvay" to help the students deal rvith the
internet connection issue. Another challen_ee is related to a limited interaction among students since they' ale
unable to send dirccl messages to them. This is a similar issue revealed bl earlier researchers (Cankal'a. et

al.. 20 l3). Besides. the sludents also flnd it difficult to open attachments containing more a number of files
uploadcd in Etirnodo. 'l'herelbre. havin-e a regular classroom nleeting to inform pamicular classloom
infbrmation and assignments that the students probably cannot access liom their E,dmodo account is still
necessar\'.
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In relation to the students' perspectives on ho\y E,dmodo lacilitates them to achieve learning
objectives in their Academic Writing Class. the study reveals the fact that Edmodo helps the students to
communicate with their teacher. It also helps them obtain feedback given bl, their teacher iirore easily.
i'urther, the findings appear to prove the essence of the student-teachers communication and the teacher'
feedback to achieve the learning objectives. Therefbre, regardless the advantages of Edmodo, the researcher
still believes that having a regular in-class discussion is essential, as it provides the students more rime ro
communicate rvith their teacher and to discuss the feedback given to their rvritten rvork-

In sum- the present study provides some evidence that the students respond positivell'the use of
Edmodo as an attempt to help them achieve the learning objectives in their Academic Writing class. Besides.
the study would seem to shorv the essence of teachers-student communication and teachers' i'eedback for the
students to achieve the learning objectives in the class. The study hopes to provide the students, as an E,nglish
teacher candidate. and Indonesian teachers with insights into the pedagogical applications of using Edmodo.
It is expected that they can have more alternatives on possible educai;onal technologies that thel'can use to
support their teaching activities and to facilitate their students achieve particular learningob.iectives in their
classrooms. Eventually, it is not a matter of on infusing a course of study with the latest and the most
sophisticated educational technology. but is more on utilizing a technology that suits unique needs and
interests ofteachers and students (Chaney, Chaney, Eddy,2010).
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